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Working
m energyAbstract
We present a determination of the LEP beam energy using “radiative return” fermion-pair events recorded at centre-of-m
energies from 183 to 209 GeV. We find no evidence of a disagreement between the OPAL data and the LEP Energy
Group’s standard calibration. Including the energy-averaged 11 MeV uncertainty in the standard determination, the bea
we obtain from the OPAL data is higher than that obtained from the LEP calibration by 0± 34(stat.) ± 27(syst.) MeV.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.Open access under CC BY license.m.
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nts,1. Introduction
The measurement of the mass of the W boson,MW,
is one of the principal goals of the LEP II progra
The resolution on the measured W mass is gre
improved by employing kinematic fits, in which th
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 Deceased.constraints of energy and momentum conservation
imposed[1]. An accurate determination of the LE
beam energy is therefore of paramount importan
since it sets the scale for the W mass measuremen
The standard approach used to determine the
erage beam energy at LEP II[2] involves precise
measurements based on resonant depolarisation o
beams at energies in the range 41–61 GeV, comb
with magnetic extrapolation to higher energies us
NMR probe measurements. Corrections are applie
account for variations of the beam energy with tim
and for differences at the four experimental inter
tion points around the ring. The LEP Energy Worki
Group calculates the beam energy for each exp
ment for periods of 15 minutes, or more frequen
if a change in operating conditions causes an ab
shift in the beam energy. The systematic uncerta
in the beam energy is dominated by the precision
approximately 10 MeV in the magnetic extrapolati
and, uniquely in 2000, by the error of approximat
15 MeV associated with the strategy (so-called be
ing field spreading) to boost the beam energy to
highest possible value.
In this Letter we assume the modelling of variatio
in the LEP beam energy to be correct and perform
check on the overall energy scale using radiative re
events of the type
e+e− → Zγ, Z → ff̄,
where the fermion f is a quark, electron, muon orτ -
lepton. Since the Z mass is very precisely known fr
LEP I [3], the kinematic properties of these events c
be used to estimate the beam energy, which is assu
to be equal for the electron and positron beams.
hadronic events, information is taken from the jet e
ergies and directions, while for leptonic events o
the angular information is used.
The results of these measurements of the b
energy, using the information from observed eve
34 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47
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can be interpreted in several ways. Any discrepa
could indicate a problem with the LEP energy calib
tion. Alternatively, since the techniques employed
closely related to those used in the W mass meas
ment, they could be regarded as a check of dete
systematic errors, or of hadronisation uncertaintie
the case of hadronic events. The results could als
regarded as a check on the Monte Carlo model
of initial-state radiation (ISR) in the radiative retu
process.
This Letter is organised as follows: a summary
the data and Monte Carlo samples used is given in S
tion 2, the analysis method is explained in Section3
and the estimation of systematic errors is describe
Section4. Finally we summarise and discuss the
sults in Section5.
2. Data and Monte Carlo samples
The OPAL detector,25 trigger and data acquisitio
system are fully described elsewhere[4–8]. The data
used for the present analysis were collected betw
1997 and 2000, at centre-of-mass energies in the ra
from 183 GeV to 209 GeV. The approximate amo
recorded at each nominal energy is given inTable 1.
Samples of Monte Carlo simulated events are u
to interpret the data. Separate Monte Carlo sam
were generated at each of the nominal centre-of-m
energy values considered and also at several interme
diate points. The programs employed for this purp
are outlined below. First we give those used to g
erate signal events, then those for generation of
various backgrounds. All Monte Carlo samples w
passed through the OPAL detector simulation prog
[9], and processed in the same way as real data.
For the hadronic final states, the KK2f[10] pro-
gram (v.4.13) is used to generate the qq̄(nγ ) process
(where n is an integer), including the signal qq̄γ
events, and likewise theµ+µ−(nγ ) and τ+τ−(nγ )
processes. In this scheme, ISR is modelled w
Coherent Exclusive Exponentiation (CEEX)[11] to
O(α2) precision. For the e+e−(nγ ) final-state process
BHWIDE [12] (v.1.00) is employed, in which ISR
25 OPAL uses a right-handed coordinate system in which thez
axis is along the electron beam direction and thex axis is horizontal.
The polar angleθ is measured with respect to thez axis and the
azimuthal angleφ with respect to thex axis.Table 1
Nominal centre-of-mass energies and approximate integrated lum
nosities for data collected between 1997 and 2000
Year(s)
√
s/GeV
∫
Ldt/pb−1
1997 183 58
1998 189 186
1999 192 30
1999 196 78
1999+ 2000 200 79
1999+ 2000 202 38
2000 205 82
2000 207 137
1999 192–202 223
2000 200–207 221
is modelled with YFS[13] exponentiation toO(α)
precision. For the hadronic final states, fragmenta
of the primary quarks is performed according to
PYTHIA (v.6.150) [14] prescription, with HERWIG
(v.6.2)[15] and ARIADNE (v.4.11)[16] employed for
systematic studies. In order to simulate properly
interplay between photon and gluon radiation in
final-state parton shower, final-state radiation (FSR
photons is turnedoff in the generation of the primar
quark pairs in KK2f and turnedon in the hadronisa
tion programs. As a consequence, the Monte Carlo
hadronic events does not include the interference
tween initial- and final-state photon radiation (I/FS
interference) which is naturally present in the da
The absence of this is taken as a systematic un
tainty, as described in Section4.1. For leptonic final
states this problem does not arise and the Monte C
includes I/FSR interference.
Four-fermion backgrounds are simulated us
grc4f [17] or KORALW [18] with matrix elements
from grc4f, and two-photon backgrounds using PH
JET [19], PYTHIA, HERWIG, TWOGEN[20] and
VERMASEREN[21]. For systematic studies of tau
pair backgrounds in the hadronic channel, the K
RALZ [22] generator is also employed.
3. Analysis method
3.1. Hadronic channel
3.1.1. Event selection
The analysis in the hadronic final state clos
follows the procedures used in the measurement o
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47 35
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hadronic cross-sections[23–27]—hadronic events ar
selected according to the same criteria and the ef
tive centre-of-mass energy of the hadronic system
ter ISR,
√
s′, is computed by an identical algorithm
In summary, the algorithm to determine
√
s′ starts
by identifying isolated photons in the electromagne
calorimeter with energies greater than 10 GeV, ba
on their expected narrow lateral shower shapes
their lack of penetration into the hadronic calorimet
The remaining tracks and clusters (in both electrom
netic and hadronic calorimeters) are formed into
using the Durham algorithm[28] with a jet resolu-
tion parameterycut = 0.02. If more than four jets ar
found, a four-jet configuration is enforced neverth
less. A standard algorithm[29] is applied to reduce
double counting of energy before calculating the
energies, masses and directions. As was done fo
W mass analysis[30], small corrections to the jet pa
rameters and their errors are applied to improve
consistency between data and Monte Carlo, base
studies of Z calibration data and of full-energy eve
in the high energy data. A kinematic fit is performed
improve the estimates of the jet four-momenta by
posing the constraints of energy and momentum c
servation. The rôle of the beam energy in this fit
elaborated on below. If this fit is unsuccessful, an ad
tional unseen photon is assumed moving parallel to
beam direction (z), and the kinematic fit is repeated.
this fails, a fit involving two unmeasured photons
the±z directions is attempted. The value of√s′ is ob-
tained as the invariant mass of the jets resulting fr
the first successful fit. Events classified by the al
rithm as having exactly one photon, either measure
the calorimeter or parallel toz, are retained for analy
sis; events classified as having multiple photons
discarded, suffering from poorer resolution on
√
s′ or
higher background. The typical resolution on
√
s′ is
around 2 GeV, though with tails associated with un
solved multiple soft photon radiation.
3.1.2. Fitting method and results
The reconstructed
√
s′ distributions of the data
and Monte Carlo are compared for hadronic eve
in Fig. 1(a); the Z mass peak is clearly seen. T
background to the Zγ final state is around 4%, an
is dominated by the q̄qe+e− four-fermion process in
which the q̄q arise from the decay of a Z boson,
most of these events can also effectively be regaras signal. The calculation of
√
s′ relies on the con
straint in the kinematic fit that the energies of the j
and photons add up to the centre-of-mass energ
Monte Carlo events, the correct centre-of-mass
ergy is of course known a priori. In the case of da
we use the beam energies determined from the m
netic extrapolation method by the LEP Energy Wo
ing Group. Any systematic inaccuracy in this es
mate of the beam energy would be manifested a
shift in the reconstructed Z peak in data. The ba
of the analysis method is therefore to reconstruct
√
s′
in the data as a function of an assumed differen
Ebeam, between the real beam energy and that
timated from magnetic extrapolation, and to find t
value ofEbeam which optimises the agreement b
tween the peaks in data and Monte Carlo. The sig
Ebeamis such that a positive (negative) value impl
that the value determined from OPAL data is high
(lower) than that determined by the LEP Energy Wo
ing Group.
To compare data and Monte Carlo, we fit an em
ical analytic function to the Z mass peak for 26 b
in the region 87<
√
s′/GeV< 100 and characteris
the distributions by the fitted peak position,M∗. The
function chosen has the form
S(
√
s′ ) = A
[
c
(
2
√
s
s − s′
)
s′Γ 2±
(s′ − M∗2)2 + s′Γ 2±
(1)+ a(1+ b√s′ )],
where
Γ± =
{
Γ−, for
√
s′ < M∗,
Γ+, for
√
s′ > M∗.
It consists of two parts that, together, are found to
the peak well. The first part describes the contribut
of processes which are resonant at the Z peak, inc
ing the signal q̄γ production. It comprises a pair o
matched relativistic Breit–Wigner functions with di
ferent widths,Γ− andΓ+, below and above the pea
respectively, and a normalisation factor,c. The fac-
tors of Γ 2± in the numerator ensure continuity of th
function at
√
s′ = M∗. The factor 2
√
s
s−s ′ is intended to
represent the effect of a bremsstrahlung spectrum
portional to the reciprocal of the energy of an IS
photon, though it actually has a rather small effect. T
second part describes the non-resonant backgroun
36 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47
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Fig. 1. Distributions of
√
s′ for (a) hadronic and (b)–(d) leptonic events before applying cuts on photon radiation. Data with centre-of-mass
ergies between 183 and 209 GeV have been combined. Full-energy events from data-taking at differen cent e-of-mass energies are respons
for the multiple peaks observed at high
√
s′. The corresponding Monte Carlo expectation is also shown, normalised to the integrated luminos
of the data. The Monte Carlo samples are not generated at exactly the same energies as the data, which together wi h binning effects explain
the visible differences in structure for full-energy events. (The poorer resolution for tau-pair events washes out this effect.) The radiative retrn
peak is dwarfed by the contribution fromt-channel full-energy events for electrons.,
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edcontribution. It is a function linear in
√
s′, with a pa-
rameter,b, determining the shape and a parametera,
providing normalisation. First of all the backgrou
parameters are extracted from fits to Monte Carlo s
ulations of two-photon and four-fermion (excludin
qq̄e+e−) events, which are non-resonant under
peak, at several centre-of-mass energies; their ene
dependences are taken from linear fits. The parame
Γ± andc are then extracted from fits to Monte Car
including both the resonant and the non-resonant c
tributions, at the same centre-of-mass energies,
the background parameters constrained to those p
ously determined; their energy-dependences are
taken from linear fits. Finally, in fitting the Mont
Carlo and data with all parameters constrained to t
energy-determined values, only the overall norm
sation,A, and the peak position,M∗, are allowed to
vary.-
From the data recorded in the years 1997, 19
1999 and 2000, the numbers of selected events in
fit region are 2386, 7238, 7198 and 6300, respectiv
Typical fits used to determineM∗ in Monte Carlo and
data are shown inFig. 2. The method for estimatin
Ebeamis illustrated byFig. 3, which shows the value
of M∗ obtained from the data as a function of the
sumed value ofEbeam. The data points define a ban
of constant width, since the statistical errors are alm
fully correlated from point to point. The fitted valu
of M∗ in the Monte Carlo is evaluated for a range
generated beam energies; a weak dependence of
10 MeV in M∗ for a 1 GeV change in beam energy
observed. To account for this, as the beam energy
henceEbeam) is varied in the data, the correspon
ing value ofM∗ in data is compared with the expect
value ofM∗ in Monte Carlo for aknownbeam energy
in Monte Carlo corresponding to thisa sumedaverage
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47 37
nicFig. 2. Fits of Eq.(1) to (a) Monte Carlo generated at 189 GeV and (b) OPAL data colle ted in 1998, at the same nominal energy, for hadro
events. The Monte Carlo expectation is normalised to the integrated luminosity of the data.ear-
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eVbeam energy in data. This is represented by the n
horizontal line. The point where this crosses the d
therefore gives the estimated value ofEbeam in the
data.
The values ofEbeam with their statistical errors
are given inTable 2. The systematic errors are es
mated as described in Section4.1. Measurements o
subsets of the data collected at the nominal ene
points detailed inTable 1are performed in an equiva
lent manner.
3.2. Leptonic channels
3.2.1. Event selection
Although the leptonic channels offer lower stat
tics than the hadronic final state, the systematic un
tainties associated with the measurement are differen
Of the three lepton species, the muon sample gives
most precise result, benefitting from a very low ba
ground and an excellent angular resolution for the
muons. The tau channel suffers from lower selecefficiency, a worse resolution of the tau-lepton dir
tion and a larger background. The situation for
electron channel is complicated by thet-channel ex-
change contribution. Nonetheless, this channel tu
out to be more precise than the tau channel.
In general, the lepton-pair event selection looks
the two charged leptons, and possibly a photon in
detector. Photons are identified as clusters in the e
tromagnetic calorimeter with a narrow shower sha
consistent with being a photon, no associated tr
and with energy greater than 5 GeV. Only the hig
est energy photon candidate is considered. In all c
the event is treated as having exactly three final-s
particles, two leptons and a photon. If no photon is
served, then the third particle is taken to be a pho
along the beam axis, recoiling against the two-lep
system. Events with an observed photon betwee
and 30 GeV are rejected because they would fall
away from the radiative return peak if there were o
one final-state photon in this energy range. Events w
an observed photon with energy greater than 30 G
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t shows
arlo
stically
andFig. 3. Extraction ofEbeamfrom hadronic events in OPAL data collected during (a) 1997, (b) 1998, (c) 1999 and (d) 2000. Each plo
the value of the peak position,M∗ , obtained from data as a function of the assumed correction to the LEP beam energy,Ebeam. The solid line
is a fit to the points, while the diagonal dotted lines define the statistical error band. The near-horizontal dashed line indicates the Monte C
expectation forM∗ as a function ofEbeam. The intersection of this with the diagonal band allows the true value ofEbeamand its statistical
error to be inferred from the data.
Table 2
Summary of the values ofEbeamderived from hadronic and leptonic events for each year and for all years combined. (For the stati
more precise hadronic channel, the results are also presented at the individual nominal energy points for data collected in the years 1999
2000.) In each case, the first error is statistical and the second systematic
Year Ebeam/MeV
qq̄γ µ+µ−γ τ+τ−γ e+e−γ All channels
1997 +134±92± 33 +577±251± 29 +1157±548± 89 −1590±589± 86 +176±84± 28
1998 −49±59± 52 +71±133± 30 +266±282± 93 +172±217± 75 +8±53± 37
192 GeV −103±123± 30 – – – –
196 GeV −37±117± 36 – – – –
200 GeV +35±113± 37 – – – –
202 GeV −98±183± 39 – – – –
205 GeV +4±106± 68 – – – –
207 GeV −24±93± 73 – – – –
1999 −34±66± 36 −71±131± 28 +529±291± 88 −271±270± 70 −30±57± 27
2000 −12±69± 72 −293±165± 33 +399±448± 108 −393±303± 73 −89±65± 51
All years +1±38± 40 −32±75± 25 +313±175± 76 −88±146± 46 0±34± 27
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tedare assumed to have no radiation along the beam
rection. The angles of all tracks, and of calorimete
clusters in the electron-pair events, are calculated
ing into account the offset of the beam spot posit
from the nominal detector origin.
The planarity of the event is defined as the s
of the three angles between the directions of the
leptons, and the direction of the photon, either
observed photon in the detector or along the be
axis. The event planarity must be greater than 35◦.
True three-body events and events with only collin
initial-state radiation along thez-axis are planar, un
like events from four-fermion processes, for examp
The selection of muon events used here is the s
as in Refs.[25–27], with the addition of the planarit
cut defined above. A total of 3604 muon-pair eve
is selected in the combined 1997 to 2000 data, w
9% background according to the Monte Carlo. Th
are 1166 events in the radiative return peak region,
fined by 82<
√
s′/GeV< 102, with 6% background
dominated by four-fermion and two-photon process
Although the tau sample includes a larger ba
ground than the muon channel, background from o
processes including Z decay to a fermion pair can
included in the signal, while background from tw
photon and other four-fermion processes is flat un
the radiative return peak. A dedicated tau selectio
is therefore used here, which is somewhat more
cient than that used in the OPAL two-fermion cro
section analyses, at the expense of including m
background.
The tau selection excludes events which are ide
fied as e+e−(γ ) or µ+µ−(γ ) candidates. Low multi-
plicity events are required, with at least 2 and not m
than 6 tracks. The number of tracks plus the num
of energy clusters in the electromagnetic calorime
must be less than 16. The events are required to
consistent with originating from the beam collision
space and time to reject cosmic rays. A cone jet fi
ing algorithm is applied, searching for cones of h
angle 45◦, each containing at least 5% of the cent
of-mass energy. At least two cones must be identi
in the event. If only two cones are found, these
assumed to beτ -leptons, with an unobserved photo
in the beam pipe. If three or more cones are fou
then isolated photon candidates with energy gre
than 5 GeV are also identified. The cone contain
the highest energy photon candidate is taken to bephoton when reconstructing the event. Of the rem
ing cones, the two with highest energy are taken to
the τ -leptons. If there are three or more cones but
identified photon, then the two highest energy co
are taken to be theτ -leptons, and the third most en
ergetic cone is treated as an observed photon. Ev
where the “photon” cone has energy less than 30 G
are then rejected.
The two tau cones must satisfy
|cosθcone| < 0.9
to reduce the contamination fromt-channel Bhabha
events. The scalar sum of the energy in tracks and c
ters (with no correction for double counting) divide
by the centre-of-mass energy must be in the range
0.3<
∑
E/
√
s < 1.1.
Low energy events are predominantly from two ph
ton events, and high energy events are overwhelmi
dominated by Bhabhas.
In the combined 1997 to 2000 data, 4173 eve
are selected in the data, whic according to the Monte
Carlo comprise 52% tau pairs, with an additional 12
of “resonant” background (i.e., electron-, muon- a
quark-pair events). Under the radiative return pe
there are 973 events, and the purity increases to
tau pairs, with a further 12% resonant events. The
erage efficiency for selecting tau-pair events over a
the centre-of-mass energies studied is 46%.
The selection of e+e−(γ ) events used here is a
most entirely based on calorimeter information, moti-
vated by avoiding systematic uncertainties in the m
elling of forward, high-energy electron tracks. Lo
multiplicity events are required, with fewer than 1
tracks plus clusters, and events selected as muon pai
are excluded. Photon or electron-like clusters are id
tified in the electromagnetic calorimeter by applyi
the photon selection, but allowing tracks to be
sociated with the clusters.These clusters are sorte
according to their energy. The two or three most
ergetic clusters must satisfyE1 +E2 +E3 > 0.7√s/2
andE2 > 0.2
√
s/2. The two highest energy cluste
must be in the angular region|cosθclus| < 0.9. The
same scalar sum of energy in tracks and cluster
used above in the tau-channel selection must p∑
E/
√
s > 1.0.
In the 1997 to 2000 data, a total of 47 775 event
selected. This number is overwhelmingly domina
40 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47
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rk-by nearly back-to-backt-channel exchange even
with only 825 events falling in the radiative retu
peak region. Under the peak, 1% of the events
from resonant backgrounds and 9% from other ba
grounds, dominated by four-fermion and two-pho
processes. (Thes- and t-channel processes are n
separated—all e+e−(γ ) final states count as “signal”
3.2.2. Fitting method and results
Each leptonic event is assumed to contain exa
three final-state particles: two leptons plus one
only one photon. The ratio ofs′/s is determined from
the directions of these particles. The photon is
sumed to travel along the beam axis, recoiling aga
the leptons, unless a photon candidate with ene
greater than 30 GeV is observed in the detector
which case the direction of the electromagnetic cl
ter is taken to be the photon direction. For muon-p
events, the directions of the muon tracks are used,
for tau pairs the directions of the cones, defined asvector sum of the tracks and clusters in the cone, w
out any correction for double counting. For electro
the directions of the electromagnetic calorimeter cl
ters are taken. The only energy information used is
loose 30 GeV minimum energy requirement on an
served photon.
The ratios′/s is given by
(2)
s′
s
= sinα1 + sinα2 − |sin(α1 + α2)|
sinα1 + sinα2 + |sin(α1 + α2)| ,
whereα1 andα2 are taken to be the polar anglesθ1,2
of the two leptons in the detector if the photon is un
tected, or the angles between the two leptons and
photon direction if the photon is detected. The dis
butions of
√
s′ are shown inFig. 1(b), (c) and (d) for
the muon, tau and electron samples, respectively.
genuine radiative return events, the value of
√
s′ is ap-
proximately equal to the mass of the Z boson.
As for the hadronic samples, the values of
√
s for
the data are those provided by the LEP Energy WoPAL data
TheFig. 4. Fits of Eq.(1) to Monte Carlo (left-hand plots), combining samples generated at energies in the range 183–209 GeV, and O
(right-hand plots) collected in the years 1997–2000 at the same nominal energies, for muon-, tau- and electron-pair events, respectively.
Monte Carlo expectation is normalised to the integrated luminosity of the data in each case.
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47 41
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jeting Group, while for the Monte Carlo sample, the tr
value is known exactly from the event generation. F
are made to the
√
s′ distribution for 20 bins in the
region 82<
√
s′/GeV < 102 for the muon and tau
pair samples, and 40 bins spanning 72 to 112 GeV
the electron-pair events, to allow thet-channel con-
tribution to be constrained by the data. For muon a
tau events, the same method is used as for had
but with the parameterb in Eq. (1) set to zero so
that the non-resonant background is assumed to
constant. For the electron sample, a first fit for
parametera is made as before to the non-reson
background Monte Carlo samples alone. Then, w
fitting the signal plus background, an additional line
term of the formf (1 + g√s′ ) is included to accoun
for the t-channel contribution to the signal. The p
rametersf andg are similarly fixed from the Monte
Carlo simulation. Data and Monte Carlo samples fr
all centre-of-mass energies are fitted together for
central result, allowing for no energy dependence
the parameters describing the background, the wi
or the value ofM∗. Separate fits are also made f
data from each year of running, using Monte Ca
samples from the same range of centre-of-mass e
gies.
The variation of the position of the peakM∗ in the
Monte Carlo is evaluated as a function of a shift in
assumed beam energyEbeam. This is used to conver
the difference between the peaks in data and Mo
Carlo into the difference between the beam ener
observed in OPAL and provided by the LEP Ener
Working Group. The results are given inTable 2, and
the data quality is illustrated inFig. 4.
Cross-checks are made using different fitting me
ods. Fits are made to the distribution of reconstruc
centre-of-mass energy, found using Eq.(2), assum-
ing thats′ ≡ MZ in every event. The binned data a
Monte Carlo distributions are also compared direc
as a function of the beam energy offset, instead
using an empirical functional form. In each case c
sistent results are found.
4. Systematic errors
4.1. Hadronic channel
The evaluation of systematic errors closely follo
the approach used in the measurement of hadr,
-
cross-sections[23–27]. The following effects are
taken into account, and the uncertainties are s
marised inTable 5.
• Detector modelling. The inputs to the kinemati
fits which determine
√
s′ are the measured energie
masses and angles of jets and photons and their re
tions. For the measurement of the W mass[30], studies
of calibration data taken at the Z peak are used to
ply small corrections to these energies and angle
the Monte Carlo simulation in order to achieve agr
ment with the data. The same corrections, determ
separately for each year of data-taking where ap
priate, are applied in the present analysis. The er
in the correction factors are then taken to define s
tematic errors in the value ofEbeam. Of particular
concern are potential systematic shifts in the rec
struction of the polar angular scale,θ , of jets (equiv-
alent to an uncertainty in the effective length/rad
ratio of the detector), as these could bias the rec
struction of
√
s′. These are assessed by comparing
jet angles in Z events reconstructed using tracking
calorimetry separately.
In addition, the effects of deviations from linearity
the jet energy scale of around±1%, going from∼ 20
to ∼ 100 GeV, are corrected for and the error in
correction is taken as a further source of system
uncertainty. This non-linearity is assessed from st
ies of three-jet events in Z decays and of full-ene
hadronic events in the high energy data. The linea
of the photon energy scale is likewise studied us
e+e−γ andµ+µ−γ events in both the Z calibratio
data and the high energy data. Though no signific
deviations from linearity are seen in this case, the e
in the determination of the linearity is similarly use
to define a systematic uncertainty.
A further consideration is the uncertainty in the me
sured masses of jets. Studies of Z calibration data
gest that the relationship between the jet mass sc
in Monte Carlo and data is correlated with the
lationship between the respective jet energy sca
The likely size of any uncertainty in the measur
jet masses is therefore assessed by rescaling the
proportion to the corrections applied to the jet en
gies described above. Whereas the true jet ene
are known in Z calibration data and can therefore
corrected, the true jet masses are not. Consequ
no corresponding corrections can be made for the
42 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47
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ibleTable 3
Detector modelling systematic error contributions onEbeam for
hadronic events
Detector effect Systematic error/MeV
1997 1998 1999 2000 All year
Jet mass scale 8 41 13 60 25
Jet energy scale 16 17 18 18 17
Photon energy scale 14 13 11 8 12
Jet angular scale 9 9 9 9 9
Photon angular resolution 2 3 5 7 4
Photon energy linearity 4 4 4 4 4
Photon energy resolution 2 3 4 6 3
Jet energy resolution 1 2 2 3 2
Jet energy linearity < 1 1 1 1 1
ECAL energy scale 1 1 3 5 2
Jet angular resolution < 1 < 1 1 1 < 1
Total 25 47 28 65 34
mass scale, while the full size of the shift seen wh
rescaling the jet masses is applied as a systematic
certainty. As the scale factors are determined from
dependent calibrations for each year, the effect of
is strongly year-dependent.
The Z data are finally used to estimate the uncerta
in the simulation of the electromagnetic calorime
energy scale in hadronic events, since the prim
hadronic event selection relies on this.
The largest influence onEbeam arises from the un
certainty in the mass scale of jets, with other nota
contributions from uncertainties in the energy scale
jets and photons and the angular scale of jets.Table 3
details these.
• Fragmentation. The sensitivity of the measu
ments to the fragmentation modelling of quarks is
timated by comparing the PYTHIA program (based
a parton shower model and string hadronisation) w
HERWIG (parton shower model and cluster had
nisation) and ARIADNE (colour-dipole model an
string hadronisation). In all cases the input parame
to the models are optimised through studies of glo
event shape variables and particle production rate
calibration data taken at the Z peak[31,32]. To reduce
statistical errors on this comparison, the same prim
quarks generated with KK2f are fragmented accordin
to each model in turn. The larger deviation from t
PYTHIA prediction arises from the comparison wi
ARIADNE; the size of this deviation is assigned as-
systematic error. The multiplicity cuts in the hadron
event selection are also varied by±1 unit to check the
sensitivity to modelling of low multiplicity jets. This
effect is negligible by contrast.
• Fit parameters. The parameters fixed in the fit
a, b, c andΓ±, are varied by one standard deviati
of their fitted values. For the first three of these, ne
gible shifts of the peak position,M∗, result. Although
shifts of M∗ of up to ∼ 15 MeV are observed in th
cases of the fitted widths, the change in Monte Carl
almost exactly mimicked by the corresponding cha
in the data. Accordingly a systematic uncertainty is
signed based on the residual bias between Monte C
and data.
• ISR modelling. The KK2f Monte Carlo is used a
the default model for the q̄qγ process since it has th
most complete available modelling of the ISR proce
corresponding toO(α2) with CEEX. The precision
is degraded to correspond toO(α) by a reweighting
procedure to give an estimate of the accuracy of
description of ISR. Following the recommendation
Ref. [33], half of the difference observed between
two schemes is assigned as a systematic error, re
ing the effects of missing higher order terms in t
perturbative expansion. Further tests are perform
against the exclusive exponentiation (EEX) sche
[34] (the more primitive version of CEEX, formulate
in terms of spin-summed/averaged differential cro
sections rather than in terms of the more fundame
spin amplitudes) at various orders. The results of
these checks, averaged over y ars, are detailed inTa-
ble 4for comparison.
• Backgrounds. The uncertainty arising from th
estimation of the four-fermion background is asses
by comparing samples generated using grc4f and
RALW. The difference between the two predictio
has a negligible effect, as expected, since the large
component of this background, the Ze+e− final state,
can be regarded as signal-like. The uncertainty fr
the untagged two-photon background is assesse
comparing samples generated using PHOJET
PYTHIA, from the tagged two-photon background
comparing a combination of samples generated b
HERWIG and PHOJET with samples generated
TWOGEN, and from theτ+τ− background by com
paring samples generated using KK2f and KORAL
These differences in prediction also have a neglig
effect.
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s half
nceTable 4
Shifts inEbeam, averaged over years, due to different treatments of ISR. For the hadronic channel, a systematic uncertainty is assigned a
of the difference between the CEEX2 (no I/FSR interf.) and CEEX1 (no I/FSRinterf.) schemes; for the leptonic channels, half of the differe
between the CEEX2 (I/FSR interf.) and CEEX1 (I/FSR interf.) schemes is taken
Scheme Shift in Ebeam/MeV
KK2f weight Precision qq̄γ µ+µ−γ τ+τ−γ
CEEX2 (I/FSR interf.) O(1, α,Lα,L2α2,Lα2) – default default
CEEX1 (I/FSR interf.) O(1, α,Lα) – +1 −13
CEEX0 (I/FSR interf.) O(1) – −11 +3
CEEX2 (no I/FSR interf.) O(1, α,Lα,L2α2,Lα2) default −4 −4
CEEX1 (no I/FSR interf.) O(1, α,Lα) −7 −2 −20
EEX3 (no I/FSR interf.) O(1, α,Lα,L2α2,L3α3) −14 0 −5
EEX2 (no I/FSR interf.) O(1, α,Lα,L2α2) −13 0 −5de
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al-• I/FSR interference. As explained in Section2,
the Monte Carlo for hadronic events does not inclu
the interference between initial- and final-state p
ton radiation (I/FSR interference) which is natura
present in the data. To estimate the error introduce
the absence of this effect in Monte Carlo, alternat
samples of events were generated with FSR and I/FSR
interference turnedon in the generation of the pri
mary quark pairs in KK2f, and FSR turnedoff in their
subsequent fragmentation, performed by PYTH
A reweighting procedure enables these events to
compared with the corresponding events should I/F
interference have instead been absent. Though
is incorrectly treated in this manner, the effect ca
cels to some extent in comparing the weighted
unweighted events. In any case, the negligible
ference observed indicates that this concern is n
problem.
• Beam energy spread/boost. The effect of the fi-
nite spread of energies in the beams is to prov
an event-by-event boost to the events, correspon
typically to an rms spread of 250 MeV in the cent
of-mass energy. In addition, there is a small net bo
of up to about 20 MeV at the OPAL interaction poin
caused by asymmetries in the LEP radio frequency
celerating system[2]. The size and spread of this boo
is consistent with the muon-pair data (see Section4.2).
The consequence of the first effect is investigated
applying a Gaussian-distributed boost with mean z
and rms 250 MeV to the Monte Carlo events, and
the second by applying a boost of 20 MeV to eve
event. The combined effect onEbeamis found to be
no more than 1 MeV.Table 5
Systematic error contributions onEbeamfor hadronic events
Effect Systematic error/MeV
1997 1998 1999 2000 All year
Detector modelling 25 47 28 65 34
Fragmentation 13 15 18 21 16
Fit parameters 4 1 5 4 3
ISR modelling 3 3 3 4 3
Backgrounds 1 1 1 2 1
I/FSR interference 2 1 1 < 1 1
Beam energy spread/boost 1 1 < 1 1 1
Total 29 50 33 69 38
Monte Carlo statistics 12 10 7 7 5
LEP calibration 10 11 12 20 11
Full total 33 52 36 72 40
• Monte Carlo statistics. The uncertainty resulting
from limited Monte Carlo statistics is regarded as
systematic error, but is quoted separately.
• LEP calibration. The error in the standard LE
determination of the beam energy[2] contributes to
the uncertainty in the difference between this a
the value determined from OPAL data. Being un
sociated with the details of our method, it is quo
separately and is different in each year.
As a cross-check on the
√
s′ evaluation procedure
two alternatives are adopted. First, a simpler algorit
is used in whichexactly one ISR photon, either in
the calorimeter or along thez-axis, is allowed forall
events. Second, an alternative set of cuts to iden
photons in the calorimeter is applied to the default
44 OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47
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Systematic error contributions onEbeamfor leptonic events
Effect Systematic error/MeV
µ+µ−γ τ+τ−γ e+e−γ
Lepton angular scale 21 66 24
Lepton angular resolution 2 4 7
Fit parameters 1 4 10
Non-resonant background < 1 6 4
Bhabha/t-channel < 1 3 5
ISR modelling 1 7 10
Beam energy spread/boost 2 5 6
Total 21 67 30
Monte Carlo statistics 9 34 34
LEP calibration 11 11 11
Full total 25 76 46
gorithm. Both give results consistent with the defau
no further error is therefore assigned.
4.2. Leptonic channels
The following effects are taken into account, a
the uncertainties are summarised inTable 6.
• Lepton angular scale. The measurement is se
sitive to any bias in the reconstructed direction
tracks, clusters or cones, in particular theθ measure-
ment (since the majority of events are those with
photon along the beam direction).
The analysis for the muon events is repeated using
measuredθ value of the associated electromagne
energy cluster (shift of+24 MeV inEbeam) or track
segment in the muon chamber (shift of+41 MeV).
These shifts are consistent with the rms shift estima
by an approximate Monte Carlo study, in which t
track θ measurement is shifted and smeared acc
ing to the mean and rms of the differences seen
data between the default track measurement and the a
ternative calorimeter or muon chamber measurem
The position of lead-glass blocks in the calorime
is determined by the known geometry and survey
formation, and is independent of the tracking. Th
are known problems with modelling the energy de
sition and apparent angle of minimum ionising p
ticles especially in the endcap lead-glass. The tr
measurement can therefore be considered more rel
able. The barrel muon chambers are partly calibra
against tracks, while the information from the end-cmuon chambers is more independent. A systemati
ror of 21 MeV is assigned, equal to half of the larg
shift seen, i.e., resulting from the comparison of tra
ing and muon chamber information.
Theθ angle of the tau cone is reevaluated using tra
only (shift of+131 MeV) or clusters only (−22 MeV).
A similar Monte Carlo study to that for the muo
events confirmed that the shifts are consistent w
the statistical uncertainty associated with the degra
tion in precision expectedfrom removing clusters o
tracks from the angle determination. A systematic
certainty of 66 MeV is assigned, equivalent to half
larger shift.
Similarly, the θ angle of electron candidates is r
placed by the direction of the associated track (s
of −48 MeV). There is a problem with the modellin
of high energy, fairly forward electron tracks, sinc
electrons tend to radiate in the tracking volume,
like muons. Again, half the shift, 24 MeV, is assign
as the systematic uncertainty.
• Lepton angular resolution. The modelling of th
θ resolution is checked by examining the distrib
tion of cosθ1 + cosθ2 for full-energy, back-to-back
events. For muon and electron events, the resolu
in data is worse than in the Monte Carlo, while f
tau events the Monte Carlo resolution is slightly wo
than that of the data. Part ofthe disagreement could b
accounted for by the spread in centre-of-mass en
described below. Thez-momentum in the Monte Carl
is smeared so as to bring the muon and electron di
butions into agreement with the data, and by a sim
amount in the tau-channel to estimate the system
uncertainty.
• Fit parameters. The widths of the Breit–Wigne
distribution are varied by their fitted errors, and t
positions of theM∗ peaks in data and Monte Car
redetermined.
• ISR modelling. To evaluate the sensitivity to th
modelling of ISR, the analysis is repeated, reweig
ing the KK2f Monte Carlo samples to other schem
Samples of muon and tau pairs with event weig
for the different schemes are available at 189
206 GeV. The CEEX scheme sometimes fails
muon events, in which case the EEX3 scheme is u
Very large weights are sometimes generated for
events with a low tau-pair mass; weights larger th
10.0 are taken to be equal to 10.0. As can be s
in Table 4, the tau events show larger shifts than
OPAL Collaboration / Physics Letters B 604 (2004) 31–47 45
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scribed above for the hadrons, half the difference
tween the CEEX2 and CEEX1 models (with interfe
ence between initial- and final-state radiation for le
tons) is taken as a systematic uncertainty, i.e.,+1 MeV
and −7 MeV for the muon and tau events, respe
tively. The BHWIDE Monte Carlo is used for the ele
tron channel, with calculations of orderO(α) with
YFS exponentiation. Reweighting events to switch
the exponentiation, a shift of 4± 20 MeV is ob-
served, where the error is statistical. An uncertai
of 10 MeV is assigned, equal to half the precision
this test.
• Backgrounds. Varying the small background i
the muon sample has a negligible effect on the
sult. The two-photon, four-fermion and Bhabha ba
grounds in the tau sample are each varied by±10%.
This range is motivated by the discrepancies in
number of events below and above the
∑
E/
√
s rangeaccepted in the tau event selection. The non-reso
background in the electron sample is also varied
±10%, and the rate and slope of the fittedt-channel
contribution are shifted by the fitted errors.
• Beam energy spread/boost. The mean and width
of the distribution of cosθ1 + cosθ2 for non-radiative
Monte Carlo simulated muon-pair events is in reas
able agreement with the data when an average b
of 20 MeV with an rms spread of 250 MeV is applie
to the simulation. The changes inEbeam from ap-
plying these boosts to the simulation are assigned
systematic uncertainty.
• Monte Carlo statistics. The uncertainty resulting
from limited Monte Carlo statistics is regarded as
systematic error, but is quoted separately.
• LEP calibration. The error in the standard LE
determination of the beam energy[2] contributes to
the uncertainty in the difference between this a
the value determined from OPAL data. Being ungy.
pairs have
ng itsFig. 5. Summary of measured values ofEbeam, using hadronic and leptonic events in OPAL data, as a function of the centre-of-mass ener
For clarity, measurements made with hadrons have been displaced leftwards by 0.5 GeV, while those made with tau and electron
been displaced rightwards by 0.5 and 1.0 GeV, respectively. The dashedline represents the overall average, with the shaded band indicati
total error, including the 11 MeV uncertainty from the standard LEP beam energy determination.
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14sociated with the details of our method, it is quot
separately, averaged over years.
Tests with low statistics Monte Carlo samples give
indication of a bias in the method, and suggest that
errors from the fits are reasonable.
5. Discussion and summary
Using fermion-pair events at LEP II which exhib
radiative return to the Z, together with knowledge
the Z mass, we have made estimates of the LEP b
energy using OPAL data. InFig. 5 we show a sum
mary of the measurements ofEbeamusing hadronic
and leptonic final states at centre-of-mass ener
from 183 to 209 GeV. There is no significant ev
dence for any dependence on centre-of-mass en
Average values for each channel, and for each yea
data-taking, are summarised inTable 2. Common sys-
tematic uncertainties are taken into account in fo
ing the averages. For example, detector system
for the hadron results are taken to be fully correla
from year to year, as are fragmentation systema
However, detector systematics are assumed not t
correlated between hadrons and leptons, nor betw
different lepton species. The combined value for a
energies from hadronic events is
Eb = +1± 38(stat.) ± 40(syst.) MeV,
while from leptonic events this is
Eb = −2± 62(stat.) ± 24(syst.) MeV.
Both are evidently consistent with zero.
If all the results are combined, weighting the me
surements using the total errors, and assuming the
tematic errors to be uncorrelated between the hadr
and leptonic channels except for those associated
ISR modelling, the beam energy spread and boost
in part, the LEP calibration, the overall estimate of
shift in the beam energy is
Eb = 0± 34(stat.) ± 27(syst.) MeV.
The uncertainty from the standard LEP beam ene
determination contributes 11 MeV to the systema
error.
We therefore see no evidence of any disagreemen
between the OPAL data and the standard LEP en.
-
,
calibration, either overall or in any year of data-takin
Combination with similar results from other LEP e
periments[35] should allow a more precise compa
son with the beam energy determined by LEP.
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